
Harmony
Create your best year ever



Make it sacred. 
 

Print it out. 
 

Pen to Paper is where the 
magic happens. 

 
Curate some time in your 

day planner. 
 

Grab your favourite drink 
and let’s dive in. 

How to use this workbook

#harmony



We’ll cover 4 modules:
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#harmony

Introduction

#harmony

1 - De-cluttering. Let’s clear the desk first. 
What needs to be de-cluttered in your physical, digital and relational environments? 
Make space for your new life. 
Get rid of all unwanted clothes, lingerie, kitchen equipment, e-mails, digital mess, 
notebooks, relationships and anything that drains your energy. 
Dedicate your next 2 week ends to releasing all of it. 
You’ll feel so much better for it. 
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#harmony

Introduction
2 - Owner vs Victim 
What specific words and language do you want to banish from your vocabulary? 
(Think: I can’t afford, I’m busy etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Where in your life do you act like a victim? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What part(s) of your Business & Life do you want to own more? 
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Introduction

#harmony

3 - What gives your pleasure? 

4 - How do you want to feel? (Insert your Core Desired Feelings i.e. 3 to 5 feeling 
words that represent how you most want to feel) 
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Introduction

#harmony

5 - How can you put your CDFs at the centre of your Life & Business Model? 

6 - Define 3 to 5 Goals with Soul for 2019. Make sure your goals are aligned with your
Core Desired Feelings. 
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Part 1 - Money

PART 1 - Money 

1 - Describe the Drama you have created around money. 

2 - Money = good work + abundance. How is that true for you? 
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Part 1 - Money

3 - How can you give more generously in your business? 

4 - How do you want to serve and who do you want to serve the most? 
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Part 1 - Money

5 - How many hours a week will you devote to Client Cultivation = Conversations? 

6 - Name 5 fun and easy ways to spark a conversation with people? (Think of ways to 
initiate contact with your prospects) 
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Part 1 - Money

7 - How can you make a difference in someone’s life today? 

8 - Write the names of 5 people you want to serve this month. 
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Part 2 - Love
I will use masculine words to describe your partner, but you can insert ’she’ if you 
like 
1 - How do you want to feel in his presence? 

2 - What actions will you take to connect with your guy? 
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Part 2 - Love
3 - If you’re already in a relationship with him, how can you give him more love? 

4 - How can you allow him to give you more love? In other words, how can you allow 
yourself to receive more love and support from him? 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

1 - Describe your relationship with work and productivity? 

2 - In what ways can you be LESS productive vs MORE? 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

3 - Where in your life in are always in a hurry/rushed/late? 

4 - How can you be more discipline when it comes to time-management? 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

5 - BRAIN DUMP: Write everything you need to do in order to reach your goals this 
year. 
And I mean…everything, including life admin and family albums. 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

6 - Sort those tasks by order of priority: A, B, C 
A - has to be done by you and has to be done this month 
B - can be delegated, outsourced or pushed to next month 
C - fuck it. Cross it off your list. It doesn’t HAVE to be done 

7 - Transfer all of your A tasks into your Calendar for this month 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

8 - Does your new calendar reflect your Devotion to your Core Desired Feelings? 

9 -   Does your new calendar reflect your Devotion to your Goals with Soul? 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

10 - What distractions do you want to stay away from in 2019? 

11 - Who is the next person you are going to hire on your team? When will you hire 
him/her? 
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Part 3 - Time

#harmony#harmony

12 - Who is your next coach? When will you hire him/her? 

Thank yourself for the work you are doing right now... 
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Part 4 - Honouring Yourself

#harmony

2 - What Spiritual/religious practice do you want to commit to? 

1 - What Miracle Morning Practice do you want to implement? 
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Part 4 - Honouring Yourself

#harmony

3 - What manifestation do you want to visualise and journal on tomorrow? 

4 - What physical exercise brings you the most pleasure and joy? Insert those 
activities in your calendar 
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Part 4 - Honouring Yourself

#harmony

5 - List at least 10 things that nourish your Soul (food, rituals, experiences, habits 
etc). 

 6 - How many hours of sleep do you need? What bedtime routine are you 
committing to? 
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Conclusion - Insights 

#harmony

Write up to 3 insights from completing this workbook. 
What did you discover or re-discover? 

What has moved in your belly? 
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I hope you enjoyed this 
Harmony Course. 

May this year be your best year 
ever! 

May you discover 
unprecedented levels of Joy, 

Pleasure and Peace. 
May your business and life be in 

service of how you want to 
feel… 

 
For private coaching with me, 
send me a personal email at 

info@nancyflorence.com 
 

Life is for Living 
Nancy Florence 
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